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; ■ Following is the tekt of a speech made By the

Rt.Hon, C ,R.Attlee, M.P., Secretary of State for the

Dominions, at a luncheon to Australian Forces,,.,.at Simpson’s,
Piccadilly, to-day* . ' tv- ' /

MR, C;R. ’'ATTLEE’S' TRIBUTE TO AUSTRALIANS

It is a great honour to he present to-day at -this Luncheon in honour

of Australia and the Australian Forces, Re are within only a few days of the

anniversary of Anzac Day,- and.,! cannot refrain'from recalling tha't great day of

25 years ago when, for ,the first time in our history, the soldiers of Australia

landed, on the soil of - -Europe t 0 fight against the- common enemy. It Was there

in the Peninsula that there was revealed to the world the magnificent fighting

qualities of the Australian troops.

I have myself,'poignant memories of the Gallipoli campaign, that tragic
drama which must haunt the s of all of us who took part in it, ' To us the « *

names of Achi Baba,
*'

Table Top, Sari Barr and Suvla Bay still retain their
*

familiarity through the mists of the years, and we cannot think without emotion

of our friends from Australia, New Zealand,. India and Great Britain who there

gave their lives that we.might live„

We hoped that the sacrifice made during the years of would-have

Bought for the succeeding generations freedom from the ordeal of war. Our hopes
have proved vain.. Germany, having been purged as we thought of the devil gf

■militarist'aggression, has'taken'in seven other devils worse than the first.

The work of cleansing the world from this evil has had to Be undertaken

again and once again the British and Dominion fighters are. Brothers in arms in a

great crusade* ■ Australia, like Britain, hoped against hope.that another world

war might Be averted., But .also like Britain, when war was, forced upon us, she

showed in no uncertain manner where she- stood in this great struggle.

It would Be difficult, to find in all the world a country more imbued with

a. spirit of -democracy and, freedom than Australia, It was no wonder that a people
so filled with the traditions of'liberty understood the meaning of Hitlerism, But-' ■
it argues, a highly developed-consciousness of-the essential unity of_civilisation
when a people so far distant from Europe recognised that the evil thing Which

had arisen there would, if net crushed, extend its baneful influence even into

the Antipodes, ! , •

The strength of the British Commonwealth lies in this, that in all. its

parts it cherishes the same ideals and the same outlook on life. As in the last

war, Australians By sea, land and air hye proved their fighting qualities. In

Libya,- in Greece and in the Far'East the manhood of .Australia has Borne, a great

share in the common task of fighting the aggressors,:'.

The Germans, again have -had cause to fear Australian valour, while the

Italians, drawn By the vaulting ambition of their leader into the ambit of the

German schemes for world domination, have felt it for the first time.

In the .last war the homeland of the Australians was far from the scene of

contest, To-day Australia and Britain .-are linked not only By a common ideal But

By a common, danger* Japan seised, the opportunity of the Commonwealth’s Being "■■:

locked in a grapple with Germany bo attack us, with a great advantage on her side.

She had every strategic advantage.

Australian soil has Been violated, Australia is liable to Be invaded, But

Australia will Be defended. Widely separated as arc: the battlefields .of the .

present war, there is an essential, unity,- The aggressors, v.hether German,

Japanese or Italian, must be defeated everywhere f

In this common, fight, Britain and' the Dominions, the Americans, the

Russians the Chinese and our other Allies form part of one great force resolved

on victory.

/There has
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There has been set up in Washington and in London a Pacific Council composed

of representatives of all the Nations fighting in the Pacific area in order to

integrate their plans and to carry out a common purpose.

We have all admired* the vigorous attack which the Australian Air Force

has been delivering against the Japanese in New Guinea. .Should they have the

temerity to attempt an invasion of Australia, I have no doubt that they will meet

with a warm reception.
_

Australians and Americans .will be found fighting together

in the great fellowship of the English-speaking peoples, under the command of that

fine fighter General MacArthur.

I should.like also particularly to pay some tribute.to the great industrial

effort of Australia. Since1 the last Great War Australian industries have developed

enormously, and the contribution to the material side of the war effort has been

most impressive.

It has been of the greatest assistance to us in London to have had from time

to time attending the Cabinet and helping us with their counsels some of the Prime

Ministers from the Dominions, We welcomed in this way Hr. Mackenzie King from

Canada, Mr* Fraser from New Zealand and Mr. Menzies from Australia,

Mr, Menzies was with us during the time of the blits, and since then we have

enjoyed the assistance, of Sir Earle Page, t lam glad to know that he' is making

progress after the very serious illness which he has endured. We shall all wish him

a speedy recovery..

We should very much like to have seen Mr, Curtin over here, but we realise that

it is impossible for him to leave Australia at the present time. We are looking

forward to welcoming very soon Dr. Evatt.

This week we have welcomed as’a member of the United Kingdom Cabinet a, very

distinguished Australian - Mr, Casey -
who will shortly be proceeding to the Near

Eas't to' take up his important work there.

It shows how much we are of one family that we can so easily and naturally,

without any elaborate statutory provision, welcome into our councils distinguished

statesmen from other parts /of the Commonwealth. Meanwhile we have with us always,

and I hope it may be for a long time in the future, an experienced and wise ‘

counsellor in Mr. Bruce.

We have, with us in this country today Mr. Hopkins and General Marshall from

the United States of America, lam sure that our consultations with them will

bear fruit.

. We cannot tell yet what ordeals wo may have to endure. Whatever setbacks we

may receive, we shall take them with, a stiff •upper lip. It has been an inevitable

feature of the present war that-we should be- thrown at the outset to a- large

extent on the defensive, but the time will come when we shall more and more turn

to the- offensive.

I have no doubt whatever that if wo preserve our unity and all of us give of

our best to the common cause victory will be achieved and that in all the

continents the menace of war will be banished and the peoples be enabled to devote

themselves again, to their task of building up for all a' life of •prosperity,

security and happiness.

Against Hitler's New Order and Japan's Co-prosperity Sphere - phrases which

are only used to clothe the nakedness of dictatorial aggression and the tyranny

of the few over the many- we set our vision on a world of free peoples, freely

co-operating together, like tb® Nations of the British Commonwealth, for the good

of all, .
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